DInGO toolset (Digitise and Go)
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- Has been developed by PSNC since 2002.
- Supports various institutions in digitisation and preservation activities.
- Currently more than 140 deployments in Poland and abroad.
- DInGO toolset consists of:
  - Online presentation platforms – dLibra and dMuseion.
  - Digitisation pipeline management system – dLab.
  - Long term preservation system – dArceo.
  - Simple and subscription-based platform for online collections – LoCloud.
DInGO toolset: overall digitisation process
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DInGO toolset: dArceo
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- Long term preservation tool for images, texts and audiovisual content.
- Based on 10 years of experience in operational and maintenance activities.
- Simple, yet powerful tool to create, store and retrieve archival packages aligned with OAIS model.
- Provides REST API.
- Uses METS, MIX, PREMIS and alike standards to compose an archival package and then submit it to a storage system.
- Extracts technical metadata with help of tools such as FITS or ffmpeg.